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output that is a measure of their phase difference If f IN

doesn't equal to f Yeo, the phase-error signal, after being
filtered and amplified, causes the yeO frequency to deviate in
the direction of f IN If condition s arc right. the yeO will
quickly "lock" to lINmaintaining a fixed relationship with the
input signal.
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Fig. t Block diagram of phase-tock loop

When there is no input signal, error voltage is zero and the
frequency, fvco, of the voltage-controlled oscillator is called
the free-running of center frequency. When an input signal is
applied , the phase detector compares the phase and frequency
of the input signal with the yeo frequency and produces L'lTOr
voltage. This error voltage is proportional to the phase and
frequency difference of the incoming frequency and the Yeo
frequency. The low-pass filter passes only thc diffc...cncc
frequency which is the JOWL'I of the two componen ts. This
Signal IS amplified and fed back to the yeO as a control
voltage. The control voltage forces the YeO frequency to
change in a direction that reduces the difference between the
incoming frequency and yeO frequen cy. When these
frequencies arc sufficiently close in value, thc feedback action
of the PLL causes the yeO to lock onto the incoming signal.
Once the y e o loc ks, its frequency is the same as the input
frequency with u slight difference III phase. This phase
difference is necessary to keep the I'LL in the lock condition .
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Phase-lock loops arc LlSL'<.l m a wide variety of
communication system applications. The PLL is a very
interesting and useful building block available as single
integrated circuits represents II blend of digital and analog
techniques all in one package. One of its many applications
and features is tone-decoding. ThL'rC has been traditionally
some reluctance to use I'LL's, partly because of the
complexity of discrete I'LL circuits.

The I'LL is an electronic feedback circuit. It is capable of
locking onto or synchronizing with and incoming signal.
When the phase changes . indicating that the incoming
frequency is changing. the phase detector 's output voltage
(error voltage) Increases or decreases just the enough to keep
the oscillator frequency the same as the incoming frequency .
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Fig. 2 Vollage-C<lnlrollcd oscillalor circuit
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Phase-Locked Loop is basically a closed loop frequency
control system. which functioning is based on the phase
sensitive detection of phase difference between the input and
output signals of the controlled oscillator.

A I'LL has three core components . They arc Phase
Detector (I'D) or the multiplier , Loop filter (1.1") and voltage
controlled Oscillator or Yeo. The I'LL is as reliable a circuit
element as an op-ump or flip-flop. The phase detector is a
device that compares two input frequencies , generating an
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f\ voltage controlled oscillator is described in Fig. 2. It
shows a voltage controlled oscillator bv which frequency of
oscillation is determined by 1,,, C" and D,. D, is also culled
varactor or varicap.

Fig . 3 shows that the veo and Crystal Oscillator outputs
arc combined with a phase detector and any difference will
result in a IX: voltage output. This DC voltage is fed hack to
the Voltage Control Oscillator in such a way that it drives the
output of the VCO towards thc Crystal Oscillator frequenc y
eventually the VCO will LOCK onto the crystal oscillator
frequency.

The crystal frequency was 10 MHz hut the VCo to operate
on 20 MI II-. The phase detector will of course detect a
frequency difference and pull the VCO dO\\TI to \0 MlIz. In
Fig. 4, a divide...by-four is used instead of thc divide-by-two.
Then, at UX:K, the YCO would he oscillating at 40 MHz yet
still he as stable as the crystal reference frequency. variable
Frequency Oscillator (VFO) is made to change frequency by
changing the value of one of the frequency determining
circuits.

oMill.

Voltage
PhaseControl Oscillator

Oscillator Detector

output-voltage-versus-phase characteristics, although its
internal circuitry is actually a "four-quadrant multiplier", also
known as a "balanced mixer". Highly linear phase detectors of
this type are essential for lock-in detection, which is a fine
technique.

The phase detector for digital transitions IS sensitive only
to the relati ve timing of edges between the signal und YCO
input , as shown in Fig. 5. The phase comparator circuit
generates either lead or lag output pulses, depending on
whether the YCO output transitions occur before or after the
transitions of the reference signal , respectively. The width of
these pulses is equal to the time between the respective edges.
The output circuitry then either sinks or sources current
(respectively) during those pulses and is otherwise 0IK'tl
circuited, generating an a\ 'l'[age output-voltage-versus-phase
difference like that in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5 ReI.liv e liming of edg"" helween Ihe , ign. l . nd \'CO inpul

Correction Voltage

III . PHASE DETIiCTOR OF I'LL CO~(]'O:-'"El\TS

f\ dia gram of the 4046 I'LL is shown in Fig. 7. The
incoming signal V, goes to the input of an internal amplifier ut
the chip . The internal amplifier has the input biased at about
+Y DD=2 . Therefore, the mconung SIgnal can he capaci tive
coupled to the input , as shown in Fig. 8. The incoming ac

In almost all applications, it will he desirable to filter the
signal at the output of the phase detector. f\ simple lug filter
may he used for wide closed loop bandwidth applications such
as modulation following where the frequency deviation of the
carrier is fairly high (greater than \0'%), or where wide-band
modulation signals must he followed . For narrow hand
applications where narrow noise bandwidth is desired, such as
applications involving tracking a slowly varying carrier, a lead
lag filter should he used. In general the dumping factor for the
loop becomes quite small resulting m large overshoot and
possible instability in the transient response of the 1,','1'.

V. CMOS 4046 PIIASIA,oCKED lull' I)ESIG;'>I

IY. Loop FiLTER OF I'LL CO~(]'O:-:ENTS
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Fig. 4 Using . divide-hy-two 10 opc.-.te VCO al 20 ~(] tL willl a 10 ~(] [z
rcf~T\"ee <:f)'slal

There arc actually two types; one is designed to he driven
bv analog signals or digital square-wave signals, and another
is driven by digital transitions (edges). The y ure typified by
the most common used 565 (linear) and the CMOS 4046 ,
which contams both them.

The simplest phase detector is the digital , which is simpl y
an Exclus ive-OR gate. The linear phase detector has similar
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signal Vi of about one volt peak-to-peak is sufficient for
proper operation.

The capacitor C, together with the input resistance R, =
100kQ at the pin 14 form a high-pass filter. C, should be
selected so that Vi is in the pass band of the filter, so that f >
1= (2RiCi) for the lowest expected frequency f of the
incoming signal. The output of the internal amplifier is
internally connected to one of the two inputs of the phase
detector on the chip.
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"Fig. 7 CMOS 4046 PLL connection diagram

Initially, the operation of the 4046 PLL is no mcommg
signal at all, Vi = O. The VCO output V ose is a square-wave
signal with 50% duty ratio. Since Vi = 0, the output of the
XOR phase detector is exactly the same as the VCO output,
V1> = Vose. The low-pass filter attenuates ac components of V 1>
so that the filter output is approximately equal to the de
component of V 1>. In this case, the de component V0 is equal
to VDD=2 because V 1> is VDD for one half of the period and 0
for the other half of the period. The filter output voltage V0 is
the input of the VCO. Therefore, the VCO operates the
frequency that corresponds to the voltage v, = +V DD=2 at the
VCO input. This frequency is called the center, or the free
running frequency fose= f, of the PLL.

lo<k . _ .

Fig. 8 Steady-state ±;,,, (f0 characteristic of the PLL

The phase detector on the 4046 is simply an XOR logic
gate, with logic low output (V 1> = OV) when the two inputs are
both high or low , and the logic high output (V 1> = VDD) . In Fig.
9, illustrates the operation of the XOR phase detector when
the PLL is in the locked condition. Vi (the amplified Vi) and
Vosc (the VCO output) are two phase-shifted periodic square-

wave signals at the same frequency fose = f = llTi, and with
50% duty ratios. The output of the phase detector is a periodic
square-wave signal V1>(t) at the frequency 2(, and with the
duty ratio D1> that depends on the phase difference <1> between
Vi and V ose'

V1l~J i I I L
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T1 • t OR

Fig. 9 Operation of the phase detector with XOR gate

The incoming signal Vi at the frequency f is brought to the
input of the PLL, one of the two inputs of the XOR phase
detector. If the frequency f is sufficiently closed to the free
running frequency fo, the PLL will capture the incoming
signal . During the capture process, the phase difference
between Vi and V ose changes in time, and therefore V0 changes
in time until Vo reaches the value required to lock the VCO
frequency fos eto the frequency f of the incoming signal. In the
locked condition fose = (, and Vi and Vose are phase shifted by
<1>. The phase difference <1> between Vi and Vos e depends on the
value of the incoming signal frequency (.

If f = fo' the phase difference must exactly be <1> = TII2, V0

= V DD/2 and the VCO indeed operates at f; If f = fmax, the
phase difference cD must be equal to TI in order to obtain V 0 =
VDD that results in the VCO output frequency equal to fmax. It
is important to note here that in order to keep fose = f in the
locked condition, the filter output voltage v , must vary
together with the frequency f of the incoming signal.
Therefore, a change in f causes a proportional change in Yo,
as long as the PLL stays in the locked condition with fose = f.
As a result, if the incoming signal is frequency modulated,
with f (t) varying in time , the PLL behaves as an FM
demodulator with V 0 as the demodulated output.

In this part, close the loop by inserting the RC filter
between the phase detector output and the VCO input. Use a
pulse generator as the source of the incoming signal Vi. Adjust
frequency f of Vi to approximately match the free-running
frequency f, of the VCO. When Viis applied, the PLL should
operate in the locked condition, with fose exactly equal to f.
The locked condition can easily be verified by observing Vi
and Vos e simultaneously on a dual-trace oscilloscope. If f =
fose' stable waveforms of both Vi and V ose can be observed.
Otherwise, one of the waveforms on the scope screen is
blurred or is moving with respect to the other.

By changing (of the incoming signal, determine the actual
lock range of the PLL, i.e., determine the maximum and the
minimum frequency f such that starting from the locked
condition the PLL remains in the locked condition. The lock
range should be equal to fmax - fmin. When the peak-to-peak
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Fig 12 Lock Condition Stage

Fig. 13 shows the 64 divider of 74HC393IC output
waveform. The VCO output is then input to the 64 divider and
its frequency waveform is viewed by graphic viewer. The 64
divider output is canght by oscilloscope.

".

amplitude of the incoming signal Vi is minimum , the PLL
remains locked.

The PLL is composed by the 64 HCMOS divider (CMOS
4046), an LM358 operational amplifier working. The loop is
stable and the lock is fast, also owing to the high value of the
frequency used as reference. The module shouldn't require any
tuning, verify only the voltage on pin 1 ofthe 74HC393 IC, it
should be about 2 V with no input signal. The minimum input
signal required is about 2Vpp. The lighting ofaLED indicates
the PLL LOCK condition.

"'" 1(,;·

Fig 13 74HC393 OJtput Wavefonn

VII. TEST RESULTSOF PLL MODULE

The output of the PLL at pin 4, built in VCO output , is
square waveform and is then input to the 74HC393 that input
frequency is divided by 64. This output frequency is then
input to the phase detector at pin 3. When the output of the
phase detector in 4046 matches the reference fr equency at pin
14, the 4046 output pin is not output signal. This stage shows
lock condition. The test result ofthe square waveform of VCO

- ,- .
•

Fig 10 Circuit diagram of PLL using CM:OS 4046

The lock condition stage is reached by using the reference
frequency 2MHz from giving function generator and run time
up to 100J.!S . Lock condition is shown by LED.

'- -

t -,...". ..._----_...-,

VI. SIMULATIONRESULTS OF PLL COMPONENTS

PLL module is simulated by using CD4046 IC and
measured by LED that indicate lock condition and unlocked
condition. The higher the reference frequency from the DDS
is, the faster the lock condition .

Fig 11 Unlocked coodition stage

•
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output is shown in Fig. 14. The PLL ofVCO output result is
square waveform and its frequency nearly 2:MHz and output
voltage is 5 volts. The unlock condition is taken place
between reference frequency 20kHz and 350kHz and lock
condition is tested under 20kHz and up to 350kHz.

Fig 14 PLL CD4046 of VCO output wavefonn

VIII. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the voltage control oscillator produces the
required frequencies ranges from 12.5 :MHzto 39 MHz so that
CMOS 4046 PLL IC build in VCO is used becanse it is
available the required frequencies ranges. The external
components R, and R2 are adjusting the VCO ranges. The
frequency range of CD 4046 IC is considered from 12.5:MHz
up to 17:MHz.

However, the generated frequency of CMOS 4046 PLL IC
is nearly 2 MHz to 3 MHz. If the needed components are
achieved, the reference input frequency for PLL can feed to
get exactly. hI this design, NE 602, BF324, BF244 and
varicap diodes such as MVAM 115/BB1l2 are required when
constructing the voltage control oscillator to produce required
frequencies ranges from 12.5 MHz to 39 MHz.

The local oscillator as PLL module, consisting of prescalar
as 74HC393 IC is used for prescalar, CMOS4046 PLL IC
used as phase detector, loop filter and voltage control
oscillator, is constructed by using direct digital synthesizer
teclmology.
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